Norm and Nature in Hegel

November 28, 2013
Campus Westend, PEG 1 G 247
Nature and Law

16.00-17.30h
Daniel Loick (Frankfurt/M.)
Terribly Upright:
The Young Hegel as a Critic of Juridicism

17.45-19.15h
María Del Rosario Acosta López (Bogotá)
Nature, Law and Power:
Hegel’s Early Writings

November 29, 2013
Campus Westend, HoF 2.45
Habit and Formation

10.00-11.30h
Iain Macdonald (Montréal)
Hegel’s Fallacy: Activity of the Fact,
Passivity of the Possible

11.45-13.15h
Matthias Haase (Leipzig)
Habit and Thought

We kindly ask you to register by e-mail to normundnatur@gmail.com by November 20, 2013.

Organizers:
Thomas Khurana, Iain Macdonald & Dirk Setton
Wednesday, April 30

2.30 - 3.45 pm
Christiane Bailey (Montréal)
Other Animals: The Animal Turn in Humanities and Ethics

3.45 - 5.00 pm
Sebastian Rand (Georgia State)
The Birth of Spirit out of the Genius of Motherhood - Hegel, Enzyklopädie § 405

5.15 - 6.30 pm
Christoph Menke (Frankfurt)
Force

Thursday, May 1

10.00 - 11.15 am
Thomas Khurana (Frankfurt)
Habits and Poets: Kant on Second Nature

11.15 am - 12.30 pm
Dirk Setton (Frankfurt)
In a State of Uncomprehended Nature: Practical Receptivity after Kant

2.00 - 3.15 pm
Frank Ruda (Berlin)
The Un-Animal: Marx and the Nature of Capitalism

3.15 - 4.30 pm
Iain Macdonald (Montréal)
Nature - History - Possibility: Adorno on Second Nature

4.45 - 5.30 pm
Karen Ng (Siena /Vanderbilt)
From the Critique of Reason to the Critique of Ideology

For further information: iain.macdonald@umontreal.ca